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Abstract

We show how custom controllers can be built cheaply,
with minimal requirements for mechanical and elec-
tronic skills, by using a standard computer mouse and
LEGO bricks. The utilization of commodity compo-
nents allows anyone to reproduce a particular design
without any tools and to easily prototype new designs.

Our main contribution is a simple, practical and
reliable way of interfacing LEGO bricks to an optome-
chanical computer mouse. The internal mechanism of
the mouse is utilized as far as possible, and a small
rubber tyre is used to drive the mechanism from the
outside, pushed towards the workings with a small pres-
sure.

We present two controllers as examples of what is
possible within this framework: a controller with two
levers and a horizontal wheel, and a joystick-like 2D
controller with enough friction to retain the position it
is set to.

Constructing rugged prototypes while avoiding me-
chanical looseness with LEGO bricks requires some care
but is possible. We list a number of design principles
towards these goals, derived from practical experience.

Finally, we evaluate our framework for prototyping
user interface devices.

1. Introduction

Producing customized controllers for new user in-
terfaces is generally expensive and time-consuming
and additionally requires electronics and machine shop
skills not usually found in computer science or psychol-
ogy departments. Because of this, most user interfaces
are still operated with the mouse and keyboard, even
if the interfaces could benefit from customized con-
trollers.

Experiments [8] (and intuition) indicate that ad-
justing a physical slider is much easier than adjusting
a virtual slider on the screen with a mouse. Therefore,
it would be desirable to have controllers suited for the
specific features of the user interface.

For example, navigating fisheye views [4] requires
altering the magnification of the view and the amount

of the fisheye lens’ distortion. As these two quantities
are independent from each other, they may be manipu-
lated naturally by a controller with two distinct knobs
or levers.

Despite this, virtual sliders or scrollbars are far
more common with computers than physical sliders,
due to economics. Adding a new virtual slider to a pro-
gram costs next to nothing, while adding a new physical
slider for each user amounts to a considerable sum of
money.

Still, complicated devices such as computer mice
and joysticks can be cheap due to commodity eco-
nomics; the cost of user interface devices has little to
do with manufacturing and much more to do with the
number produced, as the development costs are amor-
tized over the whole production. Thus, computer mice
cost approximately $10-$30, joysticks some more, steer-
ing wheels even more, and specialized flexible input de-
vices can easily cost tens of thousands.

In this article, we attempt to alter the economics
of custom controllers by providing a simple design for
building controllers out of commodity parts, without
requiring electrical or mechanical engineering experi-
ence. The components that suit our purposes best are
LEGO [5] Technic bricks and optomechanical computer
mice. LEGO Technic bricks are popular toys because
they can be used to build working miniature models
of just about any real devices. However, the existing
ways to get information from a LEGO construction into
a computer are expensive, clumsy or inaccurate. Our
solution to this lies in interfacing the LEGO bricks with
an optomechanical mouse — a cheap but accurate com-
modity controller.

In the following Sections, we first discuss related
work, then present our interface between LEGO bricks
and computer mice, show two example controllers. Fol-
lowing that, we discuss practical experiences from our
work so far and conclude.
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2. Related work

Both LEGO bricks and computer mice appear in
the scientific literature as components, but not to-
gether.

The LEGO Group has published a robotics con-
struction series called Mindstorms, which contains
bricks with touch and light sensors and motors, and
a central microcontroller unit to control them. This
series is gaining popularity in universities for teaching
about robotics, and even among researchers. However,
even the central unit alone is quite expensive and the
existing sensors are not accurate enough for use in user
interface devices.

In [1], devices built from LEGO bricks and electric
toolkit parts are used to navigate 3D virtual world. In
[3], physical LEGO-sized bricks are used as controllers
for applications on a large horizontal display surface,
and a sorting experiment shows how two hands can be
used flexibly in parallel.

The mouse itself was originally invented as a cus-
tom controller for the Augmentation Research Center
project [2]. It is ironic that it has since become a com-
modity so that custom controllers are cheapest to build
by purchasing mice for parts.

In [9], one of the prototypes for using PDA as
a peephole to a larger canvas uses mice and fishing
lines for triangulating the position of the PDA (which
the user can move around). The distance to a refer-
ence point was measured by having the fishing line go
through a grid wheel in the mouse with small weight
at the end maintaining tension.

3. Interfacing LEGO bricks to a com-
puter through an optomechanical
mouse

By far the most difficult part of our work with
LEGO-based controllers has been the interfacing of the
LEGO pieces to the optomechanical mice.

Figures 1 - 4 explain the internal mechanism of
optomechanical mice,

Our first attempts involved replacing the slitted
disks moving through the light gate with hand-made
cardboard or plastic cutouts skewered on LEGO axles.
This turned out not to be a good construction, requir-
ing far too much handwork in the construction as well
as not being very accurate.

The next approach was to try using small LEGO
gears as the slitted disks. This made the construction
far simpler, requiring no additional materials or tools,
but the accuracy was severely affected: the gate missed
a large fraction of the events.

The third and so far final solution is to use the
mouse’s own mechanism, simply driving it using a

Figure 1. The non-LEGO parts and tools required
for a controller. A USB mouse would be preferred to
the PS/2 mouse shown in the picture, since several
can be connected to a computer simultaneously as
separate input sources.

Figure 2. The mouse, opened with the screwdriver.
The screwdriver will not be needed after this step.
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Figure 3. The mechanism of the mouse: the mouse
ball, which rotates from contact with the underlying
surface, rotates the two axles whose motion is then
detected.

Figure 4. In optomechanical mice, the motion of
the axles is detected by the IR light gate whose beam
is cut by the slitted disk.

Figure 5. The principle behind the current version
of our interface between the optomechanical mouse
and LEGO pieces: driving the mouse axles by a rub-
ber LEGO tyre. A smooth tyre (Bricklink part no
132-old) works even better, but they are currently in
short supply.

Figure 6. The LEGO parts for the driving mecha-
nism

Figure 7. The driving mechanism assembled. The
mechanism is attached to the LEGO framework by
the long axle; the driving tyre is on one end of the
1x5 liftarms and a towball for attaching a rubber
band at the other. The rubber band is used to pull
the towball upwards, which in turn presses the tyre
downwards. The force is easily adjustable by adjust-
ing the other end of the rubber band.

LEGO rubber tyre (Fig. 5). In order to drive the
mouse axle properly, a small amount of pressure needs
to be applied to the wheel; this is provided by a rubber
band through a small LEGO mechanism shown in Figs.
6 - 7.

With the pressure mechanism, it is simple to build
a housing for the lower part of the mouse case and
place the tyre holders there, as in Figs. 8 and [ref-
figframedrivers] (the part of the housing where the rub-
ber bands are attached is not shown in the these im-
ages).

On the software side, the Linux kernel is able to
pass events from each USB mouse to a different virtual
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Figure 8. The beginnings of the housing for the
mouse case.

Figure 9. The driving mechanisms (using a slightly
different version than the one depicted in the pre-
vious figures) attached. After the towballs are at-
tached to rubber bands for pressing the tyres down-
wards slightly, motions from the LEGO axles are ac-
curately translated to mouse X and Y motions.

Figure 10. A fully functional controller prototype,
with two absolute arm controls and a wheel control.
All three controls have enough friction to retain their
position.

device using an enhanced PS/2 protocol. This makes
reading the numerical values from all mice connected
to the computer trivial.

4. Examples

In this Section, we discuss two example controllers
which use the above interface to the host computer.
These controllers are not particularly novel but they
give an idea of the magnitude of possibilities within
our framework.

A. A custom controller for a specific user
interface
As an example of a novel controller built using

these methods, we present the controller in Fig. 10.
This controller is intended for an interface where ro-
tating the multiple left- and right- heading connections
around the currently focused node is the main action.
For this, the horizontal wheel corresponds geometri-
cally closely to what the user sees on the screen. The
handles can be used to control zoom factors for the
focused node and the peripherally shown nodes.

We must stress that this controller is still very
much work in progress; we are constantly experiment-
ing with more advanced controllers for this application.
The results will be reported in more detail later.
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Figure 11. A 2D joystick-like controller built from
LEGO bricks as a proof-of-principle. There is no
force returning the joystick to its center position in
this design, but if desired, that could easily be added
using rubber bands or shock absorbers (although in
that case simply purchasing a commodity game con-
troller would be easier).

B. Combining two degrees of freedom

As a proof-of-principle example of connecting more
than one degree of freedom to the same control, we
present the 2D joystick-like controller in Fig. 11. The
exact LEGO mechanism of the controller is beyond the
scope of this paper..

5. Practical tips

In this Section, we summarize some of our practical
experiences on building controllers.

Figure 12. A rugged and relatively comfortable oc-
tagonal handle built from slopes and inverted slopes.

A. Mechanics

The two most difficult goals to achieve are avoid-
ing mechanical looseness and obtaining a rugged struc-
ture. While interrelated, the second problem is more
relevant to robotics and has therefore been dealt with
in that context due to the popularity of the LEGO
Mindstorms. See e.g. [6] [7]

Mechanical looseness is a different matter; it sug-
gests the following design rules:

• No frictionless pins. For controllers, the frictionless
pins are next to useless
except in special circumstances due to their looseness.
• A high gear ratio right after the gear attached to the
control stick is vital to alleviate the looseness in gears
after that.
• Axles used in gear trains must be supported at sev-
eral points, far enough from each other.
• All moving joints should be designed symmetrically,
using e.g. 3-long pins with friction. This is similar to
taking the numerical derivative of a function f(x) at x
as (f(x + ε/2) − f(x − ε/2))/ε instead of (f(x + ε) −
f(x))/ε
• Even if it is a horrifying thought to LEGO purists,
bricks can be glued together to obtain an even sturdier
structure. However, this is seldom necessary.

B. Handles

For handles, basic LEGO brick designs are rather
angular and uncomfortable. In our work, we have found
that there are several ways to build comfortable and
rugged handles by using some more specialized bricks
such as slopes and inverse slopes or rounded bricks. As
an example, an octagonal handle is shown in Fig. 12.

With some more effort, ergonomic handles of any
imaginable shape can also be created by covering
LEGO bricks with air-hardening modelling paste, as
in Fig. 13.
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Figure 13. An ergonomic handle implemented us-
ing air-hardening modelling paste. The handle was
molded directly to the left hand of one of our re-
search group’s members.

6. Conclusion

The most important contribution of this article is
the simple interface between LEGO bricks and an op-
tomechanical computer mouse, which alters the eco-
nomics of creating custom controllers.

There are several positive attributes to our ap-
proach: prototyping new controllers is cheap, in the
region of $30-$100 per controller. Controllers are easy
to build and the parts are reusable. When using USB
mice, it is possible to attach as many controllers as de-
sired to a single computer and the controllers are easy
to use programmatically e.g. in Linux. Additionally,
this approach is able to tap a hidden resource: a con-
siderable fraction of scientists and students actually do
have previous experience with LEGO bricks. And of
course, building controllers using LEGO bricks is both
fun and motivating.

Of course, there are also problems with this frame-
work: construction of controllers does require care (see
Practical tips above). Even with careful construction,
there will be some (not much) mechanical looseness

in the controller; however, humans are used to com-
pensating some mechanical looseness. Prototypes built
from LEGO bricks are also often relatively large com-
pared to what the size of the desired controller would
ideally be. However, we have found that redesigning
the controller a few times, with some internal peer re-
view helps to reduce the controller size greatly. For
knobs or levers with absolute position, our approach
does unfortunately require calibration; there is no way
for the computer to know the initial position of the
lever. On the whimsical side, there is also the problem
of having to explain the budget for purchasing LEGO
sets with strange names.

The down-sides are still quite acceptable for proto-
types, and of course using LEGO bricks for prototyping
won’t rule out the possibility to create a further proto-
type from different materials.
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